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GREAT HALL
RENOVATIONS
by Greer McCollum

The Great Hall is getting a
facelift.

NEW STUDENT SENATE TAKES OFFICE
by Pedro Martinez

Out with the old, in with
the new.
Covenant College’s 20172018 Student Senate took
office last Wednesday with
the exception of the senior class president, who
is to be elected in a special
election on Tuesday April
25. The new senate, which
was elected by the student
body—some last month
and some last year— will
be lead by Louis Metcalfe
as Student Body President
and Isaac Van Puffelen as

Student Body Vice Presi- looking forward to his
dent.
third year on senate. “I
think we have an incredThe new group, though ible team on senate next
comprised
mostly
of year,” he says. “I am excitfresh faces, includes four ed to see what they can do
returning senators. Stu- both individually and as a
dent Apartments Presi- team.”
dent Katherine Scott and
Class of 2020 President Class of 2019 President
Erik Peeples are serving a Grant Kierpa is also looksecond year in those po- ing forward to his time
sitions. Metcalfe and Van on senate. “I have already
Puffelen served last year been able to meet with my
as Communications Di- cabinet members twice,
rector and Class of 2019 and we already have a plan
President, respectively.
for what all we plan to do
for the upcoming year,” he
Metcalfe says that he is says. “I am full of confi-

Covenant’s historied cafeteria will undergo a second round of renovations
this summer, beginning
the Monday after graduation. The college is hiring
teams to make aesthetic improvements to the
enormous room, formerly
the grand ballroom of the
Lookout Mountain Hotel,
and upgrades to the kitchen in what will be Phase
2 of renovations to the
Great Hall.

“We will be upgrading
dence that it’s going to be the ovens, dishwasha great year full of a whole er, and other equipment
lot of fun.”
that has worn out over
time,” said Dan Wykoff,
Kierpa isn’t the only stu- Covenant’s Chief Finandent senator who has cial Officer. “Other renbeen preparing for his job: ovations include refreshCampus Activities Board ing the carpet, furniture,
Director Nyra Johnson food displays, and overall
and Treasurer Elzabe Uys aesthetic, and improving
were elected in a separate traffic flow, particularelection last fall so that ly around the dish return
they could undergo exten- and the drink stations.”
sive training for their respective roles well before Part of the current probthey took office. Metcalfe lem is congestion in
traveled with current Stu- the food line areas, says
dent Body President Jon- Campus Architect David
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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BAKERTREE FESTIVAL
by Zach Jones

good variety of vendors
selling anything ranging
from hamburgers and hotdogs to beautiful embroideries. The art is always
very stunning, but the
unique booths gave Bakertree something fresh.

Covenant students and
the local community enjoyed a day in the spring
warmth at Barkertree festival early this month, an
annual marketplace featuring a variety of food
and goods vendors.
One particularly unique
booth belonged to CoveIt was a beautiful sunny nant freshmen Amos Corday last Saturday, April 1st bett and Joey Bell. For just
— one of the first warm a dollar, customers were
days of the season. Un- invited to dye an egg and
der the bright sun, 20 ta- hold a fluffy, white rabbit.
bles were set up on Carter 1% of their proceeds went
Lawn for the annual Bak- to help the rhinos in Afriertree Festival, which had ca that are being poached.
about 30 vendors this year.
“Really we’re just here for
This year, there were a the rhinos,” Corbett said.
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At the booth next door,
Joseph Ricketts and Chapman Whitted were selling
homemade kombucha and
watercolors. Passing off

her two dollars to Joseph
Ricketts in exchange for
a blackberry kombucha,
Covenant senior and seasoned Bakertree-attendee
Abby Horton stated that

this was by far the warmest Bakertree she had attended in her 4 years at
Covenant.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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NEW TRANSCRIPT
OPTION IN BANNER
by Roy Uptain

The Office of Records is
rolling out a new feature
in Banner that will allow
students and alumni to
send and receive their academic transcripts electronically.
Records is partnering with
Parchment, an online ac-

STUDENT SENATE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

athan Kelley to Wheaton
College in March for student body president training.
While positions such as
Treasurer, CAB Director
and Student Body President have a more clear-cut
and immediate transition,
many of the new senators
have yet to actually begin
work in their new capacity. Michael Taft, for example, has technically taken
office as the new Communications Director but is
currently studying abroad.
He will be able to completely assume his role
once he returns to campus
in the fall.
Others, such as Kierpa,
might have big plans but
currently can’t do much
until they are given a budget in the fall. Building
presidents and class presidents from the 2016-2017
senate are still hosting
events and meetings as
they finish out their allotted budget.
Van Puffelen is already
carrying out one of his

ademic credentials management service, to offer
the feature to students and
alumni who want to send
their transcript electronically to another institution or potential employer. The new partnership
will also allow the Office of Records to receive
e-transcripts from other
colleges or high schools.

students and alumni will 1989, as the Records will
The Office of Records said be able to access their ac- have to physically scan
that the new system should ademic records 24/7 from their transcripts.
be up and running by the anywhere in the world.
end of this semester. “AnyOnce the link to Parchone,” said Dean of Records Students can access the ment is up, there will be a
Rodney Miller, “will also Parchment web portal $6 fee for an e-transcript
be able to access it through through their Banner ac- or a $9 fee for a paper
a web link on the Records count under the “Student transcript. The Office of
& Registration webpage to Records” tab. There will Records does not currentthe Parchment web portal also be link on the Records ly have a fee to process
where they will be creat- & Registration webpage transcripts.
ing an account and com- for either current students
pleting an electronic sig- or alumni.
Additionally,
students
nature to fulfill the federal
who have a hold on their
requirement.”
The process will take account will not be able to
slightly longer for alum- order a transcript till that
Miller pointed out that ni who graduated before hold is removed.

duties as Vice President—
chairing the elections
committee to hold a special election—after the
Class of 2018 President
position was vacated last
week.
“Apply to be a student
leader for 2017-2018 and
consider this opportunity
to serve your class,” Van
Puffelen wrote in an email
to juniors last Thursday.
Student senators are looking forward to representing the student body next
year. “I want students to
know that if they have a
problem, they can bring it
to senate,” said Metcalfe.
“We can make the change
they want to see, or advocate for them to the faculty.

BAKERTREE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

“It’s the perfect time to
break out your Birkenstocks,” Horton said about
the beautiful weather.
Horton also said that this
was the first year that
they had held the festival on Carter Lawn since
she had been there. Grace
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Newsome, Junior and
2nd-year Bakertree vendor, said that, although it
wasn’t necessarily boosting her profits, she liked
the new location because
of the “tight knit space.”

since 2012. He stated that
it is his favorite event because the students are so
appreciative of his work.
His handmade mugs average $15 to $20. Forman
said that is a little pricey
for college students, but
Another returner was students are willing to buy
John-Michael Forman ‘10 because they see the value.
of Forman Pottery. A Covenant alum, Foreman has Forman was there with his
been a regular at Bakertree apprentice, Claire Haynes,
and her husband, Bryant
Haynes. The couple is in
their 60s and have been
working with pottery and
woodwork for as long as
they could remember.
Mrs. Haynes has been
training with Forman for
the past year and feels that
she has learned a lot from
him. Mr. Haynes makes
beautiful handmade cutting boards, which he says
are difficult to sell to college students since most of
them don’t have kitchens.
The festival featured more
than just art and kombu-

cha, however. Jonathan
Kelley and James Dillon
were there cooking up
burgers and franks, and
Thistle Honey Co. was
selling wild honey.
Covenant’s CAB and Student Development jointly
put on Barkertree, which
happens annually and is
an attempt to get students
and the Chattanooga community to mingle over art.

THE VERDICT
YES,
to warmer weather.

NO,
to the Sanderson AC
being turned back on.

NEWS
GREAT HALL

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Northcutt, who described
how the wall behind the
salad bar is to be reduced
to about five feet tall and
the sliding doors into the
hot foods area are to be removed.
Northcutt says that these
improvements will make
the Great Hall “feel more
open and inviting.” In
addition to the structural changes, the hot foods
area will also be retiled
and the counters remodeled. “Our hope is that in
the fall when you walk in,
it will be a nice, refreshed
space and an improvement
to the overall dining experience,” says Northcutt.
These improvements will
complement those made
last summer—Phase 1—
to the drink, dessert, and
sandwich areas.

MUSIC DEPT
TO HOST 2
CONCERTS
by Zach Jones
The Covenant College
Music Department will be
putting on both a chamber orchestra concert and
a spring festival concert
over the next two weeks,
according to press releases
on the college’s website.
The chamber orchestra concert, to be held
Thursday, April 20, will
feature the Covenant Col-
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The project will require
quite a bit of logistical
footwork because of several summer camps that
take place on campus over
the summer break, which
bring hundreds of hungry
mouths through the room
three times a day. Construction crews will have
a three-week window between graduation and the
first camp to start making
the improvements, ensure
that the kitchen is online,
and create a temporary
serving area for campers
to use.
“Just coordinating that is
a challenge,” says Northcutt. “Keeping the kitchen in operation, campers
fed, and the dish room
working while still doing construction is a big
challenge.” Northcutt said
the goal is to complete the
project by the time students return in the fall.

coordinating with Chartwells throughout the design and implementation process. Northcutt
describes how “they are
experts in how you cook
the food, how you present
the food, warmers, equipment,” while the college
administration is more
adept at planning the construction side of the project. In the end, he says,
the two different aspects
“have to marry.”

Although the Great Hall
improvements are under a
different contract than the
larger Carter Hall project, the same construction company, Brasfield &
Gorrie, has been contracted for the work.
“Because there is so much
coordination
between
the work they’re doing—
working on top of the roof
and having teams here—it
just made sense to have
Brasfield & Gorrie do it,”
says Northcutt.
The total cost of the project, including Phase 1 last
Covenant has also been summer, is $2.5 million.

lege Chamber Orchestra
as well as the brass choir,
flute ensemble and a harp
duo.
Professor Lok Kim, who
will direct the chamber
orchestra, looks forward
to the stylistic diversity
of the concert. “Brahms,
Tchaikovsky and Dvořák
are considered by many
to be the best composers from their respective
countries,” said Kim via
the press release. “The audience will appreciate the
differences
stylistically,
harmonically, and musically in what they see and
hear.”

“This was fully funded
through our partnership
with Chartwells,” Wykoff
explains. “We appreciate
them investing back into
the student dining experience here at Covenant
College.”
Administration has received positive feedback
so far from students about
the Phase 1 improvements,
according to Wykoff. College administration is
confident that Phase 2 will
produce similar positive
responses.

FACULTY QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“I once fell in love with a woman just because of her hairdo!”
-Dr. Foreman
One week later on April
27, the department will
hold a spring festival
concert that will include
Covenant’s Chorale and
Chambers Singers, a brass
ensemble and a jazz ensemble. Lookout Mountain Presbyterian Church’s
Chancel Choir and Lookout Children’s Community Chorus will also perform at the concert.

Associate Professor of Music Scott Finch and alum
James Ward ‘72 will lead
the spring festival concert
together. The theme of the
concert is releasing your
worries and concerns to
God, according to a recent
press release announcing
the event.

of grateful obedience and
living in light of Christ’s
death as well as his resurrection to new life,” says
Dr. Finch via the press release. “We have been set
free not to worry.”

Both concerts are free and
open to the public, and
will be held at 7:00 pm in
the chapel on their respec“It comes down to a matter tive days.

SPORTS
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FIFA WORLD CUP
by Will Portlock
The World Cup is rated
and viewed as the second
biggest sporting event
in the world, besides the
Summer Olympics. Across
the world, soccer is the
sport to play. However, in
the United States that is
not the case. It has taken
the backseat to football
and baseball for a while
but it appears to be growing at a rapid pace, and
hosting the World Cup
would assuredly attract
even more fans to the
game that the rest of the
world has appreciated for
so long.
The FIFA Council is currently in the process of
choosing what countries
seem fit to host the 2026
championship. The next
two Cups have already
been awarded to Russia

and Qatar respectively.
Countries are now bidding for the 2026 World
Cup. To further complicate matters, for the first
time ever in 2026 the
World Cup will expand
from 32 to 48 teams. This
will require many more
stadiums and venues in
order to properly host
the tournament. For the
first time ever The United
States, Canada, and Mexico are looking to co-host
the World Cup.
Since Russia and Qatar
are hosting the next two
tournaments, FIFA has
ruled out Asia and Europe
for the 2026 World Cup.
Therefore, the only realistic options competing to
host the Cup are the North
American group and individual countries from
Africa and South America. According to all the

reports the United States,
Canada, and Mexico are
clear front runners in
the race. Since the World
Cup will be 16 teams bigger they will need more
stadiums and the three
countries will be able to
accommodate that better

than other bids.
There are many factors
leading to the decision of
the location of the World
Cup and one cannot tell
exactly tell what the world
is going to look like in 2020
when they will decide.
Nevertheless the USA,

Canada, and Mexico are
massive favorites to host
the tournament. American soccer is already on
the rise, so why not bring
the largest, most historic
soccer tournament in history to the U.S.?

Western Conference Finals.
What does Harden’s stats
look like? He is averaging career highs in points
with 29.2 points per game,
assists with 11.2 per game,
and rebounds with 8.1 per
game. In other words,
he’s only two rebounds a
game short from averaging a triple double himself. He is second in the
league in scoring, behind
Westbrook, and first in
the league in assists, two
spots ahead of Westbrook.
Not only has Harden been
playing the best basketball of his career, he has
propelled a team that was
struggling to make the
playoffs last season to a
title contender. No previous MVP winner was
below fourth in winning
percentage. The Rockets
are third.
Just like Westbrook’s historic season, Harden is
having one for himself.
He is the only player in

history to score 2,000
points and to assist on
2,000 points for teammates. He joins Adrien
Dantley on being the most
efficient player, averaging
29 points on fewer than 19
shots per game. He is also
scoring or assisting on
56.4 points per game, the
highest combined single
season average of points
created since Nate Archibald in 1972-73.
James Harden’s play has
made the Rockets offense
to one of the top ten offenses of all time, scoring
115.6 per 100 possessions.
All of those stats point to
him being the MVP, but
when deciding a MVP, we
have to factor in history,
and averaging a triple double and reaching 42 triple
doubles is something no
one thought would happen ever again.
So who do I think is going to win MVP? I think
it is either going to go two
ways: we are either going

to see the very first CoMVP’s and they both win
the award (something
legends like Kobe Bryant
have suggested as a good
solution for this season),
or Russell Westbrook is
going to win it. Even
though Westbrook’s team
is 6th in the conference,
he is doing something
no one thought could be
achieved.
After losing superstar
Kevin Durant in the offseason, many people wrote
them out of the playoffs
before the season began.
What Harden is doing is
great, but Westbrook what
is doing is a teensy bit better. Either way the voting
goes, we are witnessing
history from both players.
The Rockets will host the
Thunder in the first round
of the playoffs. The two
MVP candidates will go
head to head, and it will
make the MVP race even
more exciting.

YOU WHO THE
REAL MVP
by Berto Dryden

As the NBA season comes
to an end, the race for
the Most Valuable Player
award will soon be concluding, and there will be a
new MVP. Like almost every MVP race, it is a close
one. Many players are
making their case on why
they should be the MVP,
and, like every year, there
can only be one. Who will
receive the Maurice Podoloff Trophy? Let’s meet
our finalists.
In the race for MVP, Russell Westbrook is in first
place, and it is hard to argue with the numbers. For
the first time since Oscar
Robertson in the 196162 NBA season, an NBA
player is averaging a triple double. After his old
‘Thunder Buddy,’ Kevin
Durant, left for the Golden State Warriors, Westbrook decided to take his
game to another level. Not
only is he going to finish
the season averaging a triple double, he broke multiple records doing so. He
broke the single season record for most triple doubles, tallying 42 (the previous record was 41, held
by Robinson).
He is currently 3rd on
the all-time list for triple
doubles with 79 (passes
Wilt Chamberlain). He
has three 50+ points triple doubles, which is the
most in NBA history. He
has eight 40+ points triple doubles, which is the
most in NBA history. He
has the highest scoring
triple double in NBA history, with 57 points. He

has the very first “Perfect
Night” triple double, going the entire game without missing a field goal or
free throw. He also has 14
triple doubles that came in
three quarters or less.
With so many accomplishments, some may wonder
why the MVP Race is a discussion, that Westbrook
is the clearly the winner.
Some NBA analysts say
Westbrook is only looking
for stats, not wins. Those
who say that do not realize
that the Thunder are 1325 when Westbrook does
not record a triple double,
and 33-9 when he does.
In other words, in order
for the Thunder to win,
Westbrook needs to have a
triple double.
His stats and that statement are the reasons why
he should win, but there
is also a reason why he
shouldn’t; the Thunder
are in 6th place and aren’t serious contenders for
winning a championship.
When deciding a MVP, we
have to factor in winning,
and that is something that
does not help Westbrook’s
case.
In second place, we have
another point guard,
James Harden. Harden
made the transition from
shooting guard to point
guard at the start of the
season under new head
coach Mike D’Antoni.
Many people questioned
if the great scorer could
make the transition to a
point guard. Well, the
once struggling Rockets
are now third in the Western Conference and have
a chance to make it to the

LE PETITE WINDBAG
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AN OPEN LETTER TO
MUMFORD AND SONS
by The Weatherman
Dear Mumford and Sons,
You know the moment
when you first hear a song
and it is as subtle and
thoughtful as a whisper
in the dark, yet forceful
enough to awaken your
soul? That was what I felt
when I first heard Ditmas from your critically
acclaimed album, Wilder
Mind. Your band has long
held a special place deep
inside my Timshel and I
can’t help but ask: where’s
the next album?

brought a much-needed variety, authenticity
and adventurous spirit to
the folk-rock scene. This
was a genre that had been
plagued by mediocre talents like The Fleet Foxes,
Neutral Milk Hotel, and
Crosby, Stills and Nash,
none of whom dared venture into the deep theological waters that you guys
bravely sailed towards. No
band before had dared to
sing choruses so loud, or
play the banjo so fast, or
even make the ballsy move
of replacing all percussion
instruments with stomps
and claps. Truly brilliant,
you really gave us all.

winds blew away the thistle and weeds, all we were
left with was an empty
cave, a white blank page,
When you released your
and now it has been two
first album Sigh No More
in 2009, you instantly However, when the winter years since your latest album release. I want a new

album, I do mean that, it’s
really all I want, I need my
Mumford fix, give me my
fast-banjo fix Marcus, I
need to hear some invigorating choruses you lowcourt Edwardian minstrel.

That being said, I want
your new album delivered
not with haste. I believe
in Mumford and Sons and
I will wait, I will wait for
you.

AN UNEXPECTED
GREETING FROM
YA BOI
by Justice Gregory Malatraxis III

was more of a grunt.”

An exceptionally mediocre student at Covenant
was shocked the other day
when President Jaydrick
Halving-Song
nodded,
smiled and said “Hello.”

In any case, Litsky was
shocked to even make eye
contact and get a smile out
of the President, known
for his soft chuckle and
jovial attitude.

It was a frosty day (that
cleared up and got hot
randomly at 4 and then
went back to freezing as
heck that night) when
Chudd Litsky, a Sophomore at Covenant, was
greeted by Pres. Jaydrick.
Litsky, a member of 5th
North, doesn’t do much
except play spikeball on
the lawn and yell before
chapel starts every once in
awhile.

When asked about the situation, Dexter Jaded Eric
Have-a-son said, “Who?
No I don’t remeber that…
Sounds like fake news. I
hate when this garbage
happens to get out of my
office.”

Covenant’s resident expert
on smoking and former
Mac Scholar, Dr. Michelle
Taffy (who is studying
smoking and administration at Oxefrode UniverLitsky said, “Yeah, I’m sisitas in southern New
not a Mac Scholar. And England) said, “HAH!
I also don’t play soccer. There’s no way that hapSo you can imagine my pened. He must’ve seen
surprise when Docktour Litsky talking to a Mac
Halven-Esso-son not only Scholar. But lemme just
looked my way, but spoke say, smoking is totally
a gentle greeting to me.”
cool here at Oxland. Covenant’s rules are inconSources, however, are not sistent we should only be
yet sure whether Halv- allowed to smoke and not
first-born-son
actually do homework. That’s one
spoke a word or not. Said of my essay topics here. I
a nearby student, who is have a beard.”
both a Mac Scholar and
soccer player: “Dr. Half- Clearly there’s a lot to this
or-some always says hello story. It is important for
to me every day. Some- you to understand that no
times he calls me just to story is simple. A journalsay hello. Sometimes, he ist has to be aware of a lot
will come to my room to of things. Take me for extell me hello. And if I am ample. I was aware of the
not there, he leaves me a people involved in the stobuild-a-bear, which says ry and people outside the
‘hello’ in his voice when story who could help spice
you squeeze its hand. I’ve up the story. That’s what
got like 40 of them... I was journalism means to me.
there when all that went It should mean that to you
down. He for sure didn’t too.
say a word to Chudd. It

OPEN LETTER TO
LIL’ WAYNE
by Skip Walters

Dear Lil’ Wayne,
It’s been a hot minute
since you released an album, and now mediocre
rappers like Kendrick Lamar and Vince Staples
have taken over the rap
game. We are ready to see
you drop an album like
you dropped the world
in 2012. We, the young
money militia, have been
sitting around waiting for
our commishnuh, Weezy

stuff –– weapons, baaabes,
druuuuuugs, and money.
Now people just rap about
social problems and their
troubled past. Please oh
please release another album. We want that good
F. Baby (and the “F” ain’t good. I want to wake up
for finishuh). The pound- and smell the gardens of
ing rock-and-roll guitars your latest tunes.
of your later albums, and
the classic beats of your Until then, we will be with
Carter albums are just not the Carter. We will be
sleeping at the top with
found in modern rap.
nightmares of the bottom.
If we are being honest, you We know you’re getting
were the fireman. You had money while they’re hatice in your veins, blood ing on you. Cash money
in your eyes, hate in your is still the company, and
heart, love on your mind. you are still the boss. Lil
You picked up that mic Wayne, you are not a hulike a lollipop and rapped man being. You are a legyour heart out into it. end.
You talked about the real

LE PETITE WINDBAG
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CHAPEL DEPARTMENT PHASING IN
AVANT-GARDE WORSHIP MUSIC
by Macaulay Culkin
In a move that shocked
conservative
Christian
colleges across the nation, the Covenant College chapel department
has begun integrating
elements of avant-garde
music into their worship
songs. The idea originated with Chaplain Graham
High. High stated, “I was
in my office drinking a
beverage brewed from the
bark of the trident maple bonsai and despairing
about the state of chapel
worship. Our chapel music had been feeling stale
recently—kinda the same
old thing every day—everyone knows the words
and can sing along.” It was
then that the idea hit him.
“I had just been listening
to new age avant-garde
dialectical
conservatory post pop pre jazz (you
wouldn’t understand), and
I thought, now this uplifts
my soul in worship!”

partment has been working to phase in more and
more elements of non-traditional worship music.
Worship leader, Lucas
Harley-Davidson, was the
first to change his style.
Harley-Davidson stated,
“I decided to play Rock
of Ages but each musician
started at a different part
of the song.” Harley-Davidson will be the first to
admit that playing Rock
of Ages like this was almost impossible. “Ya, I
got up there and kinda
just winged it. It was fun
to watch the faces of students as they tried to find
the pattern and when to
sing—they never seemed
to realize that even I didn’t
know what I was doing.”

In the end, worship leader, Juliet Mario-Luigi,
thought it was a huge success. “Ya it was a real home
run,” said Mario-Luigi. He
continued, “We definitely
didn’t strike out on that
one and it wasn’t a balk
Since then, the chapel de- that’s for sure.”

THE LEGEND OF
FOUNDERS BRIDGE
by A Pile of Schist Rocks
On Friday afternoon,
March 24, a spry David
Jay Hankerton decided
to investigate the legend
of Founders Bridge. Having heard from multiple
sources that the troll beneath Founders Bridge
was hassling students as
they passed overhead with
unnecessary compliments
and light banter, he was
determined to get to the
bottom of the dastardly
situation.
DJ began his investigation by sending in Covington College’s Secret
Service, nicknamed the
‘Black Spot’ by Trentonian pirates. Hankerton
was unable to secure any
real information outside
of a blurry picture which
has been inserted for the
viewer’s pleasure. DJ’s lead
crony, Dinky Dew-Brie,
named such for the cheese
he leaves in his front lawn
to gather morning mist,
secured this picture in
the woods behind Jackson
with the camera on his
Motorola Razr. Dew-Brie
lamented, “iPhones are
the bane of art, they destroy the true craft of photography.”
Disappointed in the work
Dew-Brie had provided, David Jay decided
that he must seek out the
troll himself, but doing so

in the 18th repeat of the
chorus of “Oceans,” they
can now enter in to hear
Chafing Blackhead trying
to shepherd students in
“Amazing Grace” backwards.

Harley-Davidson agreed
saying, “That one was
not a foul ball! We really
hit a dinger to opposite
field with that song!” As
Harley-Davidson spoke
a small tear ran down
his cheek. “Go Scots,” he
managed to choke out in
the end.

Other Covenant departments have gotten in on
the act too. The A/V department has decided to
use the alignment of the
stars to determine sound
levels for each microphone and instrument.
For example, last week,
the constellation SagittarRick B-Average, who re- ius was fully visible in the
cently won the award for northern hemisphere so
worst immune system at A/V turned Blackhead’s
Covenant, was confused guitar off for the entirety
and hurt by the odd time of the first song.
signature.
B-Average
said, “It was so frustrat- The music department,
ing, sometimes we would inspired by the hipness
pause for one beat be- of the chapel department,
tween verses and some- began choosing only the
times we paused for three most obscure hymns for
beats. I kept singing at the their bi-annual hymn
wrong time and all my sings. Music professor,
friends laughed at me. It Dr. Scout Sparrow, before leading students in
wasn’t rad!”
“If thou but suffer God to
While someone might guide thee” informed them
have once walked into that he had first heard the
Dora Maclellan Brown hymn last month—before
Memorial Chapel chapel it was cool.
to hear Brian Urns leading a unified student body Students and faculty have

“Why can’t he just leave
everyone alone? What if
people don’t want to be
complemented, like they
are super insecure about
their hair that day, you
know, and then he’s just all
‘oh it looks so nice ☺’ and
where Christ was #preem- they’re all ‘ugh, I hate it,
inent was suuuups tough I look like the Chartwells
tho FR FR.
dog…’ nah mean, bruh?”
Pleased with his usage
Having decided to hunt of hip words he awarded
down the troll himself, himself a gold star and
David instituted a Day dove into a bag of Scooby
of Prayer so that his cru- Snacks.
sade would be blessed by
blessed trinity of Luther, Upon adorning himself
Calvin, and Zwingli. Fol- with the breastplate of
lowing fervent prayer, righteousness, the shield
and soulful renditions of of faith, and the sword
Amazing Grace, David of the spirit (but not like
did some research before too much of it cuz Penteventuring off to battle the costals ya know…), he set
beast beneath Founders off into the wide world
bridge with his vintage set of Covington’s campus.
of Bible Man armor in tow. While venturing past
the lair of Mortdawg and
After interviewing a few Kale Chip, DJ mumbled
students David Jay learned an Apostle’s Creed under
a few key details:
his breath, “died and was
buried. He descended into
In an interview with hand- Hell.”
some Covington senior,
J.C. Keenflirt, he found “Finally,” he declared, “the
out that the troll, “has se- cave of mine enemy! Lol
rious tendencies to roam who says that anymore? I
in red jumpsuits looking sound like my dad, Grainy
something like a Scottish Blowes.” The sword of the
tomato. Pip pip cheerio, spirit began to glow blue,
do you like my mustache?” sensing the blood of a
troll nearby, and it illumiIn an interview with Cov- nated the cavern beneath
ington’s resident African Founders Bridge. Echoing
prince, Fatjim, he discov- all around his head David
ered the troll, “is very nice heard “Hey man, how are
guy, my English so bad.” you today? Hey man, how
David Jay was very in- are you today?” Inching
trigued at this point and forward one shaky step
noted the troll should be at a time, with feet fitted
nominated for the Spirit with the readiness that
of Friendship award the comes from the gospel of
following year.
peace, David got closer towards the echo’s genesis.
He thought candidly,

Hurdling over a forgotten
bike rack our hero encountered his foe face to face.
David screamed self-righteously at the troll, “UGH!
You’re disturbing the
peace with your compliments dudeski. Can’t you
read contract, you signed
it in blood you sweaty
mongrel!??!?!”
The troll looked up and
said, “Hey man, that was
rude. Do you really think
that? Ah, schnikes man!
I’m so sorry. I’m just trying to really spread gospel love. Want a hug?”
Approaching David was a
behemoth of a troll, three
times larger than he could
ever imagine, arms spread
wide for a deathly embrace.

had mixed reactions to the
new style. Jake Frogkiss,
resident of fifth north and
the guy your mom talked
to for an hour last time
she visited, said, “The music is super weird; I am sad
at the chapel department.”
Dr. Whitebro, a Covenant
professor, said “I love the
new music—it perfectly
matches my Jackson Pollock themed dress!” Neil
“So Trill” Prince said,
“smh, white people,” and
Gravy Danberry, an outspoken communist and
Covenant student, said,
“Hey did you hear we put
Ghetto’s hydrant in Jackson Pond? That’s funny,
right? Right???”
Graham High understands that some students
might have difficulty understanding the new style.
“Ya students were really
starting to zone out during
worship,” High stated,
“that was what led to our
decision to take away their
phones during worship.”
High confirmed that the
chapel will continue with
this experiment, pushing
the worship music envelope.

identity. Lo and behold,
in the fetal position was
a student, one that David
knew well from late night
snuggle sessions, Juan
Fa-Mulan.
DJ rushed Juan Fa-Mulan
down to the infirmary in
Jackson where head enchantress, Sabrina Bolt,
was ready to heal the injuries that had been inflicted inside the Founders
Cave. With a swish and a
flick of her wand an arm
was reconstructed upon
Juan Fa-Mulan’s shoulder.
Happy with her work she
popped a dum-dum sucker in his mouth, reminded
him to order his Tamiflu
and sent Juan on his merry little way.

After putting down this
riotous insurrection on
campus, and fulfilling his
lifelong dreams of becoming a Jedi Knight, DJ felt
like a zillion bucks! Hooray! To celebrate the event
DJ sent out an email to
‘all trad students’ and inWhen the troll lost its arm, formed the masses that
it let out a blood curdling dinner would be in Mills,
giggle and curled up into and there will be mini
a ball. Losing its initial corndogs!
form, it became a student
again, the pain forcing the Moral of the story:
creature to reveal its true Wampas mean well.
Swinging wildly David
sliced off one arm of the
troll, and was like, “oh
shoots, this is like my boi
Luke Skywalker when he
messed up that Wampa
YEET.”
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TAKE
COURAGE
byVictoria Yang

I am graduating in less
than a month (eek!), and
I’ve been doing some serious reflection of my time
at Covenant lately (shameless plug: I have a Facebook album titled “The
Farewell Series”; check it
out for some of these said
reflections). I’ve been in
awe of God’s faithfulness
over the past few years,
and I think the one phrase
that can surmise my time
here is to be courageous.
I have learned to be courageous because of all of
you, so thank you.
Thank you to my professors who have taught me
to be courageous: thank
you for teaching us well,
even when you have insurmountable challenges
at home, like a spouse with
chronic pain, or a child
with moderate autism.
Thank you to my friends
who have taught me to be
courageous: thank you for
showing how you cling to
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the Lord in the midst of
mental illness, how you
live amidst deep loss and
grief, how you love others
well when you are fighting
to love yourself. Thank
you for your vulnerability, for allowing me to hear
your stories.

being so present in his life.
They are able to say “Well
done,” because he did not
allow childhood polio, nor
its lifelong consequences
to deter him from the incredible life that he lived.
That’s our hope too as
children of God, isn’t it?
That when people look at
Thank you to all those our lives, they would be
who have recently gradu- led to worship because of
ated before me, especial- how good God is?
ly. You have taught me to
be courageous as I saw Thank you Covenant for
you mourning your RA - these past four years, for all
friend - hallmate - team- the different encounters,
mate - student, while still experiences, and lessons
braving each day and wel- that have made me who I
coming us freshmen.
am today. Thank you CovA pastor from back home enant for the unexpectpassed away recently a ed lesson that it is in the
month after the discovery stormy waves, sometimes,
of a brain aneurysm. As I that we are able to clearlooked at tributes online, ly see the Father reach
and when I watched the towards us and scoop us
memorial, I saw this re- up. Thank you Covenant
curring theme of people for showing me that I am
saying, “Well done,” about not defined by my speech
him. Yes –– loss is so, so, impediment, my fluctuatso hard.
ing mental state of mind,
nor by how my legs wigWe aren’t even granted our gle towards each other as
next breath, but we want I walk. I’m not dismissing
to live forever. We never these conditions; I’m just
want to face the sting of saying that I’m learning to
death. Yet, Buddy lived his embrace, not scorn, who
life so faithfully and coura- I am and to allow God to
geously for the Lord, that continue to speak peace
even as those who know and life over me.
him grieve his death, they
are able to praise God for You have taught me to

COVENANT COLLEGE,
HOLLER!
by Bruno Komel
Dear Covenant College,
I love you. Through our
unity in the Holy Spirit, I
am able to say that I love
you. And out of this love
flows the following letter:
I’ve got a(nother) confession to make. I’m your
fool.

ambitions led me away
from my family, whom I
love more dearly and intensely than anything in
the world. My dreams
have driven me away from
my country, a place where,
compared to everyone
around me, I’m not really
all that crazy; a place that
is also the motherland of
the only cuisine that can
be considered special revelation. My aspirations
have pushed me to the
dirt. Then, those sadistic
aspirations forced me to
get up only to push me
down again.

I have fallen prey to the
idea, the Disney-influenced and beautifully colorful idea, that I can go
the distance. The idea that
my own efforts will take
On top of that, my name to high places.
ture has not only made
I have allowed this danger- me an idealist, but also
ously optimistic ideology an idolater. My unrelentto pervasively influence ing heart has put me dimy life. I’ve allowed it to rectly at odds with my
control my relationships, God. And, you know, the
my emotions, my actions, problem with hearts is
my thoughts, my routine, twofold: (1) you can’t just
rip them out, and (2) they
my dreams, my faith.
influence everything that
This Herculaic complex you do (through the pro(and by that I mean, in- verbial pumping of your
fluenced by Disney’s Her- blood). But oh, how I wish
cules) that I’ve developed that wasn’t the case. How
[specifically based on I wish I didn’t feel such a
the scenes between Go profound sense of responthe Distance and Zero to sibility to my work. How I
Hero] has driven me to wish I didn’t feel obligated
arrive at two conclusions: to deny myself of pleasure,
fun, rest, food, air, etc. in
1.
I wish I wasn’t who order to achieve my goals.
But the reality is, since
I am.
2.
I wish everyone else I have become an idolater, I have come to enjoy
was more like me.
such sacrifices. Twisted, I
It sucks. My unrealistic know!

But it is now, as graduation approaches (and with
it the promise that I will be
separated from the friends
who loved me, the professors who shaped me, and
the tower that sheltered
me), that I am able to have
a moment of sobriety.
(Don’t worry, Dr. Dean
Brad Voyles, I mean the
metaphorical
sobriety).
It is now, faced with the
fear of the uncertainties
that come with the future,
that I see clearly. I wish I
wasn’t who I am. I wish I
had soaked the love out of
Covenant a little more. I
guess it’s times like these
you learn to love again.
But also now, as graduation approaches (and
with it the reality that I
must face everything that
the light touches, including the place where Simba is not supposed to go),
I am thankful for where
my passionate ambitions
have brought me. It is
now, faced with the uncertainties that come with
the future, that I wish that
you Covenant College, my
dear Covenant College,
was a little more (ok, maybe a lot more) like me.
Sure, I may be a workaholic, but man! I’ve loved my
time here on this random
piece of land we call CovCov. I fell in love. I did,
unabashedly so. I fell in
love with knowledge. I fell
in love with the strangest
theories, with the weirdest
disciplines, with the most
rigorous professors. Covenant, I encourage you to
do the same. I have experienced the craziest sense

be courageous. You have
taught me to declare,
“Take courage my heart;
stay steadfast my soul” because I am confident that
I will continue to see the
Lord in the land of the living.
I encourage you, fellow
Scots, to continue to cling
to the Lord in these four
years and beyond –– to
ask the Lord to show you
the height and depth of
His love; for Him to fill
you with overwhelming
peace when there’s a storm
around you; for Him to
supply you with joy when

of fulfillment. I know, it’s
weird. But trust me, it is
oh so worth it. So much
so that I don’t regret the
times (and they were
many) when I chose my
love for academics over
my love for the more conventionally fun aspects
of life. My only regret is
sleeping.
Yup. Sleeping. I know Kapic has his whole spiel
about how “we’re humans,
we have limits, we need
rest, we need sleep.” Whatever. Forget that! Looking
back at my four years, my
biggest regret is sleeping
as much as I did. I wish
I could go back and push
through, drink more coffee, and sleep less. I wish
I could go back, enjoy my
friends more, and study
more. The time that the
Lord has given us here,
on this mountain and in
this earth, is too little and
too precious. So brothers and sisters, strive for
more. Stop at nothing.
Go big, don’t go home. Be
the greatest. Join me in
my sadistic and elaborate
pursuit to prove Dr. Green
wrong. Make a difference.
Oh, and don’t forget to irrationally love the people
around you!
Fear not, I’m no idiot. I
know that there are deep
theological problems with
my theology of sleep. But
I think it’s better to err on
the side of striving than
on the side of sliding (as
in letting life slide… sorry
it rhymed so I went with
it). Please also realize this,
I would never challenge
you to do something that

you feel defeated.
(Also, as a sentimental
senior, here’s some parting words: take harder
classes that you normally
wouldn’t take like a class
from Dr. Horne; cultivate
community; pick John
Holberg’s brain on something; wear a wacky outfit
to chapel one day; invest
in your church and allow
your church to pour into
you; expect great things
from God; be faithful in
the ‘talents’ that you have
been given; act justly, love
mercy, and walk humbly
with your God.)

I wouldn’t do myself. Just
ask Jay Finlayson, he’ll tell
ya.
Lastly, I’ve got another
confession, my friend. I’m
no fool.
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RESTAURANT REVIEW:
TWO TEN JACK
by Anna Pugh

Slumped in my florescent-lit room and with
finals stress nearly visible in the atmosphere, I
am trying very hard to
be content munching on
the stale granola bar that
I opened two days ago
and then promptly forgot
about. What is making
this night of granola bars
particularly dismal is the
fact I have been craving
Two Ten Jack’s for the past
four days.
Located in the basement of
Warehouse Row, Two Ten
Jack is an upscale ramen
and izakaya house. Please
stop, take a moment, and
forget all of your preconceived notions about ramen based off of late night
college studying sessions
and packets of unadulterated sodium. That is nothing like the joy that is authentic ramen. If you are
looking for something different and utterly unique,
Jack’s should be next on
your list of Chattanooga
restaurants.

Chattanooga prices. This
is Japanese ramen and
sushi spot meets urban
concrete. Traditional food
paired with strong base
music and a cooler-thanyou vibe. Keep in mind
this is a popular spot and
the wait for a table is normally around an hour on
the weekends, so it is best
to make a reservation or
else kill time perusing
over-priced soap at Anthropology. Once you
have bought overpriced
soap you did not need and
your table is ready, the
food comes quickly and
oh it is such a glorious experience.

Most known for their ramen, the Tonkotsu is classic but the Tori Paitan
Shoyu adds a little bit of
spice that makes it my go
to pick. It includes chicken broth, tsukune (meatballs), greens, shimej
(small mushrooms), and a
soft egg. If you like a little
extra spice, ask your waiter and they will bring you
a side of miso paste that
has quite a kick. When it
is delivered to you by the
The mere act of walk- chef, it is a bowl of gooding down the stairs into ness that feels like an enthe dimly-lit ambiance capsulating hug.
feels more like inner city
restaurants in New York Unlike your packaged
or DC, but luckily with noodles, these hand-made

THIS ISN’T ABOUT
PENNY & SPARROW
by Lydia Bergler

This article is about pausing for art.
On the evening of April
1st, a friend and I made
our way to the Chapel
where we sat in shadowed chapel seats, awaiting a concert from Penny & Sparrow. Neither of
us had listened to Andy
Baxter and Kyle Jahnke’s
music much before, but
who can turn down a free
concert? The duo began
the show unplugged; no
mics, just a guitar and
vocals. While students
leaned forward, silent
and eager, every corner of
the Chapel absorbed rich
harmonies and delicate
melodies. But this article
isn’t about Penny & Sparrow.

out with in these last few
weeks of the semester, and
difficult conversations I
had to face. Fears about
the future crept up, and
an urgency to accomplish
something reverberated
in my mind. Soulful music became a backdrop for
me to chase after productivity. Guilt kicked in for
choosing a concert over a
study session.

Earlier that week, I had
the opportunity to attend
a friend’s oral defense
for her art SIP. The hour
spent sitting in the art
gallery discussing a beautiful piece didn’t help me
check anything off my
list, but it did help me
process through doubts.
It encouraged me to ask
questions about pain
and fear on our campus.
In that hour I listened
You see, as I listened to to people far wiser than
the first couple of songs, myself ponder questions
interspersed with hu- and ideas, and from them
morous banter, my mind I learned a little bit more
drifted to three papers about the world.
and two poems I needed
to write. A list of chores You could argue that the
and deadlines sat in the time I spent at the Penny
back of my brain, remind- & Sparrow concert or at
ing me of how little time my friend’s oral defense
there is in the weekend. would have been better
My thoughts drifted to spent finishing homework
friends I wanted to hang or completing chores, but

noodles are al dente and
still contain their firmness
while basked in a chicken
broth that creates a flavor
explosion in your mouth.
The greens wilt down as
you eat and the shimej
add a texture that gives
the whole thing body.
The soft boil eggs finishes off the bite with a layer
of creamy richness. The
star of the show, however,
is the tsukune – chicken
meatballs. There are no
words. They melt like butter in your mouth and are
delicately flavorful. I am
tearing up just thinking anese take on skewered
avocado, wasabi tomato,
about it.
pork shishito, tsukune,
If you are not in the mood and hatsu (chicken heart).
for ramen or it seems just There is so much to savor
a little too adventurous in every bite and it is an
with all of those names experience that takes your
you cannot pronounce, full attention.
the small plates are an excellent option for unique Two Ten Jack is especialtwists on familiar flavors. ly good on cold, dreary
The Salmon Nanbanzuke winter days or when the
is a soft sweet and sour Great Hall serves tater tots
salmon with kewpie slaw for thirteen days in a row.
(similar to kimchi) and As glorious as the food is,
tartar sauce and that could there are a few things to
be a meal in and of itself. consider about the overThe Pork Gyoza small all experience. It tends to
plate is like a party in your be on the pricey side of
mouth. These little pork a college budget ($10+)
dumplings are packed but ends up being about
with flavor starting with the same as a burger and
an immediate crunch, sur- fries at Urban Stack. If you
prising hint of citrus, and make sure to park in the
then it melts and softens Warehouse Row garage,
into a cohesive bite. If you the restaurant will validate
want to mix and match to your parking which is a
get a feel for the cuisine, huge plus because you can
the yakitori (skewers) are then use that money on an
an excellent option. Rang- extra yakitori skewer.
ing from $3 to $7 each,
you can try out this Jap- An odd quirk about the
restaurant is they do not
I disagree. The best use of
that time was stopping to
rest, enjoy, and ponder.
These events rejuvenated
my soul, and provided a
place of rest and peace.
Music and art help us
think deeply and understand life in a way that
textbooks
sometimes
can’t. Pausing for art can
accomplish things beyond checking off a to-do
list. As humans created
in the image of God, we
were born to create artwork and music, and to
write poetry and plays.
We were also designed to
rest and enjoy the fruit of

our labor.
After a few songs of feeling guilty for resting, I
finally allowed myself to
enjoy the Penny & Sparrow concert. Every minute was worth it, and
guess what? I still had
time to finish my homework. Enjoying the gifts
that God bestowed on
these musicians actually
prepared me to return to
work and the many things
that must be done.
Life is busy. That’s a fact.
But we are not being irresponsible or lazy when
we pause for art. Some-

allow you to have to go
boxes, so come hungry
because you will leave
full. I hope you were not
planning on Snapchatting your food (not that
I ever do that), because
that dim mood lighting
makes it impossible to see
anything. Furthermore,
because of that dim lighting, make sure they do not
seat you in a dark corner,
because sometimes the
waiters don’t see you and
you sit there waiting for
twenty minutes, thinking
about the overpriced soap
you just bought.
Overall, Two Ten Jack is a
unique flavor experience
that is an excellent introduction to Japanese cuisine. Make a reservation,
window shop, and say
your order very quickly to
hide the fact you cannot
pronounce anything on
the menu – it is a quintessential Chattanooga experience.
times taking an hour out
of our week to appreciate
art is the best way we can
spend our time. We may
not be able to go to every concert, every music
department event, every
senior art show, or every
poetry night, but opportunities here and there to
stop, look, think, and rest
in art help us reorient our
minds and hearts. Here at
Covenant we are blessed
with many opportunities
to appreciate art, and little moments spent with
art are not something
to feel guilty for. Rather, they are something to
praise God for.
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